[Impact of a magnetic field on blood separation kinetics in patients with joint diseases].
The paper gives the results of experiments on phase separation of blood in the constant magnetic field that allows the structure of blood to be regulated, without changing its cellular and chemical composition. Blood deposition kinetic relationships were obtained for patients with joint diseases of various etiology (osteoarthritis, osteoarthrosis deformans, endoprosthesis instability, contusions, and joint wounds). They correlate with the severity of an inflammatory process in the joint and its adjacent tissues, with a patient's resistance to the development of pathology, and with red blood cell mobility in the biophysical field of a living organism. Analysis of relationships gives information on concentrations in plasma and hence synovial fluid (the basis of which is blood dialysate) in the liquid-crystalline phospholipid and cholesterol phase that determines the lubricity of synovial fluid and a low friction in the joints. The method may be used for the primary evaluation of efficacy of drugs for joint treatment, which is made in vitro on the blood taken from the patients rather than on the latter.